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"Only you, the follower of the Way right now before my eyes listening to
my discourse, [only you] enter fire and are not burned, enter water and are not
drowned, enter the three hells as though strolling in a pleasure garden, enter the
realms of the hungry ghosts and the beasts without suffering their fate.    How can
this be? There are no dharmas to be disliked."

The portion that we just read, as was the case with the portion we read be-

fore, if you look at it from the perspective of a fixated self, then just about any-

body would say this is just a bunch of fantasy talk that some Zen masters have

made up.    We say in your zazen very carefully contemplate just what is the self

that claims such a thing, that would say this is just a bunch of made up fantasy.

As I've mentioned many times, what Buddhism teaches is that all beings

arise from the state of the source.    I think it is probably also true of religion, that

religion teaches how we come from a source.    Some    beings coming into mani-

festation become involved in a process of growth and maturation.    Others simply

stay, repeating over and over again, manifesting the same activity, the same state,

constantly.    If we call the first state of manifestation one, then there are some be-

ings that simply repeat doing the activity of stage one over and over and over

again, cycl[ing] that activity.    But there are some beings that don't stop with the

activity of one; they go on to do the activity of two, three, four, five; in other

words, they become involved in a process of evolution, of growth.



When we look out at  the range of beings,  we see some beings do not

evolve, they don't move forward, whereas other beings are involved in the process

of evolution.    But whatever one's degree of development, the state of develop-

ment is a state of completion.    I have explained over and over again how one

must manifest the wisdom that can understand this most fundamental of princi-

ples.    

What we call kokoro, which means heart, mind, and consciousness, this is

a human way, a personified perspective, from which to describe what might also

be described as the center of gravity of the whole universe, and every human be-

ing, as their heart, their mind, contains the cosmic center of gravity.    That center

of gravity of the universe expands, expands to manifest state two, three, four, five,

six, and so forth.    Buddhism absolutely acknowledges evolution.

Whatever one's level of evolution may be, because it is inevitably a mani-

festation of completeness, in the sense that [they are] complete, in that sense all

levels of evolution are equal.    I've also explained so many times that the state of

completeness is called the state of zero because in the state of completeness there

is absolutely no need for will or desire, there is no drive or ambition.    It is from

this perspective that a bug, a fish, a bird, a beast, a mosquito, an ant, and of course

a human being are all exactly equal.    

But also, because some are more evolved than others, we can say that they

are not equal.    In other words, from the aspect of the activity of expansion, from

that side of the cosmic activity--the activity of expansion means the activity that

says my job is to live--from the viewpoint of that activity, everybody is the victim



of discrimination.    A mosquito is doing the activity called having to live.    Like-

wise, the bird is doing the activity called having to live.    All animals and human

beings do the activity that is the activity of life.    I ask you, from the viewpoint of

the activity of life, are a fish, an insect, a plant, a mosquito, and a human being

different?    Are they different or are they the same?    

From the viewpoint of the activity of life, no one would claim that a mos-

quito is the equal of a human being.    Nobody thinks that a snake does the same

activity as oneself.    According to Buddhism, from the perspective of the life ac-

tivity, from that side of things, all beings are different.    All states are discrimi-

nated states.    You can see, in conclusion, that the state of equality and the state of

discrimination, of separateness, are completely different things.    You'll be able to

manifest the wisdom that can gain an understanding about the underlying princi-

ple of oneness and separation.    

The activity of the source, in other words, the complete self, alternates be-

tween manifesting the state of oneness, the state of equality, and the state of dis-

crimination,    back and forth, cycling between these two states.    If we think that

the activity of life is what we ourselves are, then we're not going to be able to

manifest a complete self.    If we fixate on the state of completeness, if we say, I

am the holy, I am God, then we won't be able to enter into the human world.    

If you fixate Caucasian, then there's no way for black people to get in.    If

you fixate black people, then there's no way for yellow people to get into the

world of black people.      But the state of the source can effortlessly and freely

manifest the world of black, the world of red, the world of white, the world of yel-



low.    In the same way, the activity of the source acts in such a way so as to allow

the red, the white, the black, and the yellow to have the experience of their com-

plete selves.

In this way all beings hold within them the center of gravity of the uni-

verse, because this is what their heart is, this is what their mind is.    Every posi-

tion--the red position, the black position, the white position, the yellow position--

they all just happen to manifest having as their center of gravity, as their very

mind or consciousness, the source itself.    That temporary perspective inevitably

dissolves and one returns to the completeness of the source.    If you deny, saying

I'm not black, I'm not red, I'm not white, I'm not yellow, what will be the result?

That's fine.    If you're not black, if you're not white, if you're not red, if you're not

yellow, then what are you?    You're manifesting the state of the source.    

But if you claim, I'm not black, I'm not white, I'm not yellow, etc., from

the perspective of feeling superior, then this is a grave mistake.    Why?    Because

it means that you are fixating the source.      I say, don't talk nonsense.      If you

claim, I'm not red, I'm not black, I'm not yellow, be careful not to mistake that you

are claiming that by fixating the sacred source.    There is no fixated god other

than the experience of God that you have when you are the    center of gravity of

the cosmos.

But, because one has been taught from childhood that God is a fixated ex-

istence, and because one has been influenced by all sorts of writings and teach-

ings, it's  very difficult  to get free from this perspective of fixating the source.

What one has to learn how to do is have the perspective whereby one sees that the



flower, the mosquito, the bird, the beast, and the human being all have as their

mind this mind which is the center of gravity of the universe.    Anybody can start

to see that when I see an ant I am an ant, when I see a bird I am a bird, when I see

a fish I am a fish, when I see a beast I am a beast.    When I see a bird I am a bird--

we can all acknowledge the fish or the bird.    It's beautiful.    This acknowledging

is, of course, a discriminating consciousness, but it could be described as a beauti-

ful or pure discrimination.    The state  of the source is  called the  dharmakaya.

The  dharmakaya has no self, so it sees without seeing, it hears without hearing.

It has, therefore, no doubts, no confusions.    For it there is no purity versus impu-

rity, because it's a complete self, an Almighty.    

I've explained many times how it is that, when that state of the source

breaks open, an incomplete self arises.    When the incomplete self, in other words,

the present, arises, so also arise past and future.    But this principle is difficult to

grasp.    It's a very difficult thing to understand how one world can become three

worlds, how the one are three, so to speak.    Because it's hard to understand, for

the beginners we just say inevitably self and that which is not self arise.    

The outside is not ourself, the inside is also not ourself.    That's why we

look at outside and inside, because it's not ourself.    If it were ourself, we'd have

no need to gaze at it.    Inevitably on the inside and the outside there appears the

so-called other.    

Both the world of outside and the world of inside are called the objective

world.    As soon as the world of the self arises, there also arises the objective

world.    As soon as there's a self, there's an inside and an outside as object.    This



principle cannot be understood from what we might call a flat perspective.    You

have to be able to experience yourself as a sphere in order to gain the perspective

I'm talking about.    Anyway, the important thing to get, and I think you probably

can get what I'm saying, is that as soon as a self arises, at the very instant that the

self is born, so also is the objective world.    That  objective is  broken down into

inside and outside, two aspects, in other words, future and past.    Because both

past and future are from the perspective of oneself, are what the self gazes upon,

therefore they are both called the objective world.    You can understand what is

meant by the contrast between oneself and the objective world.    But it's compli-

cated because, when we break down the objective world, it breaks down into in-

side and outside, or past and future. 

Never forget that, when the self and the objective world are born, that both

oneself and the objective world have the same center of gravity in the source.

What  Buddhism, in  other  words,  Tatha'gata Zen,  teaches,  is  that  the one that

dwells in the world of the future we could refer to as father [and] the one that

dwells in the world of the past we could refer to as mother.    Father, mother, and

the present, the offspring, have as their very content, their mind, their conscious-

ness, the same center of gravity.

In ancient times things were different, but nowadays I'm sure that any reli-

gion that claims to be a religion would teach that human beings share the mind of

God.    Anciently religions felt that man and God were completely of different na-

tures, and so many hundreds of years ago they would not have taught that a hu-

man being shares the mind of God; but nowadays religions teach that the human



being has the mind of God.    Yet, despite that fact, they still seem to be teaching

that somehow God is fixated.    

Both the male, the female, and the offspring, they function having as their

mind, the consciousness, their center the center of gravity of the source.    From

that perspective they are the same, but it's also true that father, mother, and one-

self are different.    I've explained over and over again how important it is clearly

to grasp this principle.    Having heard my talks, by now you should have gotten

the wisdom whereby you understand the principle of how you, father, and mother

can be different while living in exactly the same world, and to repeat would be

quite time consuming.

What I mean by father is that which only knows the activity of life; that's

his center of gravity.    Likewise, the mother has only the female activity, that's the

only activity that she knows, and she also stands in the center of gravity of that.

Both father and mother live in the same world as you do.    What  about  you?

What about a self?    A self receives equally both the father activity and the mother

activity.    At the moment of birth, when one is newly born, one receives in equal

measure the activity of father and mother, and therefore there is nothing closer to

the source than a baby.    But the baby is not the source itself, the baby is not God.

Why?

Because, although it has received in equal measure the two sides of God, it

has not yet received in full measure the totality of both activities.    When one has

made as one's content the total activity of life and the total activity of death, then

one is the body of the absolute, one is the dharmakaya, one is God.



One must always consider that, as long as one has a father and a mother, in

other words, as long as there is a future and a past, outside and inside for one,

then, even though one may be close to the source, one is not yet complete.    

The born baby has to struggle in order to make as its mind the activity of

the source.    In other words, we are the victim of our circumstance.    Having been

born, we must move forwards, evolve, until we have completely internalized both

activities that gave us birth.    The person that is making the effort in order to com-

pletely internalize both activities of his or her source we call the practitioner, the

great practitioner, the bodhisattva.    You're all such practitioners.    You're trying to

make God's mind your mind, and therefore you're trying, in other words, to mani-

fest a complete self.      You're the practitioner, the bodhisattva, which is neither

male nor female.    What we mean by the practice, the path of the bodhisattva, is

this activity, this doing, that will make both past and future your content.    

If you get one-sided into past or future, into male or female, then you stray

from the path of the bodhisattva.    For example, if you prefer life and reject death,

then you can't be walking the path of the bodhisattva.     The bodhisattva is the

sambhogakaya, the buddha to be, that being that will inevitably become the dhar-

makaya, or body of the absolute; therefore the bodhisattva must be carefully taken

care of.    Fortunately there is father on the outside and mother on the inside to

nurture the bodhisattva to the completeness of the dharmakaya.    

I think you can understand what we mean by this technical term  samb-

hogakaya in Buddhism.    All beings are the sambhogakaya.    The sambhogakaya,



being the child of the dharmakaya, is able to see all other beings as also being the

sambhogakaya, the body of glory.    Having been born as the sambhogakaya, as the

bodhisattva, if you cannot see that the flower is also the bodhisattva, and the mos-

quito is likewise the bodhisattva, then you've been born as a  sambhogakaya that

doesn't have as its mind the dharmakaya.    The mosquito, the bird, the ant, they

are all endeavoring to live.    Likewise you're endeavoring to live, so that you can

experience the state of complete self.    All beings are doing their respective activi-

ties having the same mind, which is the activity that says, I must exist.    Because

all beings, in doing their activity of life, are doing the sambhogakaya activity, then

we should have a world of peace.    

When, within the world of the sambhogakaya, a suffering person appears,

someone in wretched condition, what kind of mind activity arises for the bod-

hisattva, for the sambhogakaya?    The real state of the sambhogakaya    is to imme-

diately, upon seeing a wretched child, share the wretchedness of that offspring,

share that very consciousness.    When one manifests the consciousness of those

that  one  sees,  sometimes  one  will  share  happiness,  sometimes  one  will  share

wretchedness.    There's no difficulty with the happy time, so there's nothing that

need be done.    No help need be given, no aid, no education.     But the  samb-

hogakaya, when it sees a miserable child, participates in the misery of that child,

and therefore manifests a mind that will take that child to liberation, freedom from

misery.    To share the very same wretchedness of the person that one sees, this ac-

tivity of the sambhogakaya is called Buddhist compassion.



This sharing of the mind of a wretched person, even though it's incom-

plete, still as its center the source.    This is what is called the manifestation of

Buddhist compassion.    The I  of I am has disappeared then, and this is what we

might call real love.    In other words, real love must be selfless.    What we mean

by true love, true compassion, is that which comes about when the  I of  I am is

gone.    I'd like to go on, but we've come to the end of our time, so I'll continue to -

morrow.                                                              


